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Presentation Notes
The Nevada Division of Minerals was established in 1987.  The mission of the division is to encourage and assist in the responsible exploration for and the production of minerals, oil, gas, and geothermal energy which are economically beneficial to the State, to provide for public safety by identifying, ranking and securing dangerous conditions at mines that are no longer operating, and collecting and disseminating information on exploration, production and related topics.This presentation will be a brief overview of the division and resources we have available to the public.



 State Agency and 
part of the 
Commission on 
Mineral Resources 
(7 members 
appointed by 
Governor) 

 Offices in Carson 
City (8 employees) 
and Las Vegas (3 
employees) 

 Fee funded with no 
general fund monies. 
Revenue is derived 
from mining claim 
fees, fluid mineral 
permit fees,  BLM 
and USFS grants, 
and one-time surface 
disturbance fees. 
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Presentation Notes
The division of minerals is a state agency and is part of the Commission on Mineral Resources which has seven members that are appointed by the governor.We have 11 employees in total occupying two offices one located in Carson City and one in Las Vegas.Virtually all sources of funds for the Division are from fees and assessments from the mineral industries with which we work, grants, and publication sales. There are no State general funds in the division's budget.



 NRS 513 
– Abandoned Mine Lands Program 
– Public information and minerals education 
– Annual mineral, geothermal and oil production reporting 
– Advise and recommend mineral policy to Governor and Legislature (act as 

cooperating State agency on Federal Land withdrawal NEPA actions when 
requested) 
 

 NRS 517: Mining Claims, Mill sites and Tunnel rights 
 NRS 519A.290:  State Reclamation Bond Pool 
 NRS 522 Oil and Gas  

 Well permitting, drilling and completion compliance, conservation of resource 
 NRS 534A:  Geothermal Resources 

 Well permitting, drilling and completion compliance, conservation of resource 
 NRS 534B:  Dissolved Mineral Resource Exploration 

 Borehole approval, well permitting, drilling and completion compliance, 
protection of other fluid mineral resources 
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The Division is responsible for permitting, inspecting, and monitoring all oil, gas, and geothermal drilling activities on both public and private lands in Nevada. Staff also monitors production of oil, gas, and geothermal resources to ensure proper management and conservation. Nevada is a member of the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission.��The Division’s abandoned mine lands program provides for public safety by identifying and ranking dangerous conditions at mines that are no longer operating, and by securing dangerous orphaned mine openings. The program continually urges the public to recognize and avoid hazardous abandoned mines.��The Division is involved in a wide array of activities relating to mineral development. Staff compiles annual data on all active mines in Nevada and maintains the State’s mine registry. Information concerning mining operations and production is made available to the public through this yearly publication. Educational documents and materials concerning many aspects of the minerals industry are also produced. The Division participates in governmental activities affecting policies and laws concerning the minerals industry and resource development. The Division administers the State’s reclamation bond pool.



www.minerals.nv.gov 
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The dissemination of data is accomplished by presentations given to the public, civic groups, professional organizations and K-12 classrooms, along with our main website and open data page.  This is our main web page located at www.minerals.nv.gov.  On the ribbon across the top can be utilized to view information about the division and the commission, access our programs page, view recent news posts as it relates to mining and minerals, view our facts page, and for contact information.Our current information section includes links to topics affecting industry, information on annual reclamation awards, a link to our distance learning videos, our recent presentations section, and information related to proposed land use plans and withdraws.
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This is the view of the programs page.  Each of our programs has its own page.
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Each page contains a general program overview…
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Links Pertinent information, forms and publications for each program…
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Along with program contacts, links to program statutes and/or regulations, and other important useful links.



www.minerals.nv.gov 
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Any special announcements, public workshops and hearings, or employment opportunities are posted further down on the main website.
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Presentation Notes
Towards the bottom of the page we have an important Links for the Nevada division of minerals.  We will review the Nevada Division of Minerals Open Data site.  Under the Important Links, Nevada Division of Minerals tab click on the Open Data Site-GIS files, NDOM.  It will direct you to the open data site.
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This is the home page of the open data site.The URL is listed at the top.The home page is equipped with our mission statement and disclaimer.If you scroll down…
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You will come to all of our pages that are available.



 
Search By Location or Feature in Layer 
Print (Printer or PDF) 
Change Base Map 
Measure (Distance or Area) 
Other Widgets (Filter & Add Your Own Data) 
Plot or Navigate to XY 
Select Data (view or export) 
Layers (Turn on or off) 
Legend 
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Each page has a an interactive web map.  The main interactive web map template we utilize has buttons to display the legend, turn layers on and off, a select data tool, a plot or navigate to XY tool, an other widgets button which has a filter tool along with a tool which allows for the user to add their own data, a measure distance or area tool, the ability to change a the basemap, a print function, and a search by location or feature in layer.
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Most of the layers included in the maps have pop ups associated with them. In this map a mining district has been selected and this is the pop up that appears links to other external websites, and patented claim maps.
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In this map a mining claim point has been selected and this is the pop up that appears that not only displays important information about the claim but also with links to other external BLM queries and an automated BLM land records search link for the township.
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Popups have also been utilized to display data in a more user friendly fashion, like this pop up which has been configured to display Historic mineral production data in Nevada.  
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And this pop up which displays electrical power generation for Nevada Geothermal plants among others. 
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Now lets briefly review the pages



 

Inferred Lithium Placer Claims & DMRE 
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The Inferred Lithium Placer Claims and Dissolved Mineral Resource Page.  Lithium exploration in Nevada has drastically increased in the past couple years, which resulted in the establishment of the Divisions dissolved mineral resources program or DMRE.  The Inferred Lithium Placer Claims Page hosts a map dedicated to displaying the Active, inferred Nevada Lithium Placer Claim Listings along with DMRE map.  The DMRE map is to be utilied in order to determine if a proposed dissolved mineral resource exploration well is located within a boundary designated by the division as an “area with limitations” pursuant to NAC 534B.  All data is available for download under the respective maps in which the data is utilized.



 

Nevada Mining Claim Listings 
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The Nevada Mining Claims Listing’s Page.  Mining has played a significant role in Nevada's history and continues to be a major contributor to Nevada's economy. Over one million mining claims have been located in the state since the mining law of 1872 was passed.  The Nevada Mining Claims Listings page serves to spatially display sections with active mining claims, and to provide data layers needed to perform land research such as links to county maps, assessor and recorders offices.  Mining claim data is pulled three times per year.  Data is available for download under the map, as is a document detailing land research methodology and resources.



Nevada Claims, Notices, & POO 

Layers List 
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The Nevada Claims, Notices, & Plans of Operations Page.  The following map was constructed to provide more data to those investigating existing, potential or possibly incumbent mineral properties in the state of Nevada.  There is an enormous amount of data on this map including current and historic mining claims, notices and plans of operation.  Not all of which is displayed in the map by default, as drawing speeds of the interactive map would be severely impaired (There are almost 2 million point present in this map).  **In order to view the data you must turn the desired layer on from the layers list.  The table of contents will only show layers that are turned on and can be viewed in the current extent.**



Nevada Minerals Producers, Commodities & Occurrences 
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The Nevada Mineral Producers, Commodities & Occurrences Page. The purpose of this page is to present current active mines and production data for the State of Nevada.  This page is also intended to give the user the ability to see where mineral commodities and occurrences have been documented in the state of Nevada with respect to current mineral and producers in the State.  In the first map we can see mining districts are labeled by commodity again by clicking on the outline of a mining district the viewer will be linked to other informational sources.  Active Mines are presented in this map as well, the pop up will be reviewed shortly.



Nevada Minerals Producers, Commodities & Occurrences 
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The second and third web map application focus on known deposits or occurrences of critical minerals in Nevada.  The first map uses the web application template discussed previously and the second map is a web mapping application which will compare current and historic data with respect to mining districts with known deposits or occurrences of critical minerals.



Nevada Minerals Producers, Commodities & Occurrences 
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The second map shown on this page is the Historic Mineral Production in Nevada Interactive Web Application.  This web map uses an interactive legend where the viewer can turn items on and off utilizing the legend itself.  Popups exist and function the same within this application.



Land Issues 
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This section of the Nevada Division of Minerals Open  Data Site is dedicated to providing information on Public Land Issues in Nevada.Pages may include presentations, charts and images which the user is welcome to download and utilize with proper sourcing.Current land issue pages include Historic Mining Districts Versus Land Withdrawals, Greater Sage Grouse Habitat Management Areas, the Fallon Training Range Complex Modernization, and Wilderness and Wilderness Study Areas.  Again, all data is downloadable on each respective page.



Mining In Nevada 
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Mining in Nevada. The purpose of this page is present general information on the mining industry in Nevada from exploration to production, its regulatory oversight as well as its economic impacts and environmental stewardship.  With a large and diverse mineral endowment, Nevada ranks #1 in US mineral production yet even today most people are surprised at the complexity and innovation involved in the process of modern mineral extraction and how commonplace and necessary these minerals are to society.  Information on this page is intended to educate on the topics of exploration, permitting, surface disturbance, employment, production, economics, and reclamation. 



Nevada Oil, Gas, & 
Geothermal 
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The Nevada Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Page.  This page is dedicated to providing data as it is reported to the Division on Oil, Gas and Geothermal well information along with production and injection data.  Production from geothermal power plants is also present in the map.  Data is downloadable in several formats including shapefiles, kml files and excel files.



Education & Outreach 
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And last but certainly not least the education and outreach page. As part of our mission statement "to assist in the responsible exploration for, and the production of, minerals, oil, gas, and geothermal energy which are economical beneficial to the state" the Nevada Division of Minerals participates in biannual teachers workshops with the Nevada Mining Associations Education Committee. We teach the value of mining and the uses of the minerals, oil, and geothermal energy produced. Participants are exposed to the mining industry by hands on activities and tours. The interatctive map available on this page allows viewers to select on active mines in Nevada, view what they produce, employment, and some every day uses of the commodity produced.  The education page also houses our educational videos which cover a veriety of topics including Mining in Nevada, Minerals Education, Mineral Identification, Erosion, and fossils.  Most videos have an associated activity for the classroom, or interested person to complete.  Towards the bottom of the page viewers can access many story maps which are both informational, such as the Abandoned Mine Lands Program story map or tours that were created for our teachers workshops.
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At this point I would like to point out a few other important links on our page.  First, if you would like a more detailed overview on the open data site that includes demonstrations on how to use the various features click on the link indicated by the blue arrow.  Second, I would like to point out our data gallery.  This is the one stop shop for viewers to download our data.  Above the listing of pages available on our open data site is a link to the data gallery.  If we click on the link indicated  the black arrow…



Data Gallery 
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We will be redirected to this page where a simple click will take the user to download options.
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Presentation Notes
Under the website page listing there is a section for the Nevada Mineral Explorer. This interactive web mapping application was developed as a tool for explorationists to identify and discover mineral resources throughout Nevada.  Users can download specific datasets, save maps to PDF's, search later information, and view data without any special GIS skills or software.  Data in this interactive map are sourced from the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology (NBMG), Nevada Division of Minerals (NDOM), the U.S. Geological Survey, the BLM, and other federal agencies. The viewer is encouraged to view the video tutorial provided to learn navigational and functionality procedures.



Web Application Layout 
This is a web-based interactive mapping application. It is best viewed on a laptop or desktop, 
but can be viewed in the browser of a mobile device. This app will display differently based on 
the device it is being viewed on.  

Helpful links 
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Here is the web application layout.  When using this application, users can save maps to PDF's, search layer information, and view data without any special GIS skills or software, and all within one web application.Helpful links are located at the top of the web app and include links to the Nevada Mineral Explorer FAQ, the NBMG open data site, and the NDOM open data site. This web application also allows users to leverage pop-ups to gather information on mining claims, mining districts, geologic features, and many other datasets relevant to exploration in Nevada. Pop up functionality shown earlier in this presentation is available within this web application.



Web Application Layout 
This is a web-based interactive mapping application. It is best viewed on a laptop or desktop, 
but can be viewed in the browser of a mobile device. This app will display differently based on 
the device it is being viewed on.  

Download 
Data 

Add 
Data 
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This web application also enables users to add their own datasets to the map, and download data hosted within the application. 



Layer Lists/Categories 
Data are organized into several categories relevant to exploration in Nevada. Each 
category is shown with a different symbol.   

34 

Each of these categories 
have their own unique 

layers. 

NOTE: Depending on the 
user’s device and screen size, 
not all the layer 
lists/categories will be visible. 
If this is the case, another icon 
will appear on the right. Click 
this icon to see hidden layer 
lists. 

More… 
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Data in this application are organized into 9 different categories. Each category is depicted with its own unique symbol, which we will go through shortly. Depending on the users device and screen size, not all of these categories will be visible in the application. If this is the case, another icon will appear on the right. Click this icon to see hidden layer lists.



Nevada Mineral 
Explorer Web App 

• Data Categories 
Include 
• Occurrences & 

Production 
• Exploration & 

Development 
• Mineral Resources 
• Geology 
• Geophysical 
• Geochemistry 
• Mining Claims 
• Technical Reports 
• Reference Data 
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Categories Include Occurrences & Production, Exploration & Development, Mineral Resources, Geology, Geophysical, Geochemistry, Mining Claims, Technical Reports, and Reference Data. The source of the layer is indicated in parentheses next to the layer name. 



Accessing the Nevada 
Mineral Explorer Web 

Map : 

• Direct link: https://bit.ly/2zc4RtD 
• Also accessible through NBMG and 

NDOM websites 
• http://www.nbmg.unr.edu/ 
• http://minerals.nv.gov/ 

• And through NBMG and NDOM 
Open Data Sites 
• https://data-

nbmg.opendata.arcgis.com/ 
• https://data-

ndom.opendata.arcgis.com/ 
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The webapp can also be accessed from the Nevada Bureau of Mines open data site.  All links to the application are listed here.  Lets go look at the some of these pages and demonstrate some of the functionality.

https://bit.ly/2zc4RtD
http://www.nbmg.unr.edu/
http://minerals.nv.gov/
https://data-nbmg.opendata.arcgis.com/
https://data-nbmg.opendata.arcgis.com/
https://data-ndom.opendata.arcgis.com/
https://data-ndom.opendata.arcgis.com/
https://data-ndom.opendata.arcgis.com/
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We would like to thank you for taking the time to watching this brief overview on the Nevada Division of Minerals.  Feel free to contact us with any questions you may have.
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